Bring Wildlife
Into Your Life!
As disappearing habitats and other human-induced
pressures threaten species in the wild, the care of
animals in captivity becomes more critical. The Friends
of Fantasy Farms Animal Preserve are guardians of
captive wildlife populations, maintaining the health and
well-being of our animal charges.

ANIMAL PRESERVE

What goes into the care of animals in the Preserve?
The answers lie somewhere in the wild. The best way
to care for animals in captivity is to understand the
biology of the species in their natural environments,
to understand behavior and physical adaptations, diet
specifications, and social and space requirements.

ANIMAL SANCTUARY

At Fantasy Farms Animal Preserve, we attempt to
create an environment that will support the animals’
growth and development. Animals are managed in as
natural of a setting as time and space allow. The more
support we receive from the Friends of Fantasy Farms
Animal Preserve, the better we are able to match their
physical and societal norms to their surroundings.
At the Preserve, routine husbandry may include
shifting animals from one area to another, separating
animals from each other, and working with the animals
so that they tolerate close visual inspection by keepers
and treatment by veterinarians.
Reproduction management depends on a thorough
knowledge of not only reproductive physiology but of
reproductive behavior and mating system. Procedures
for introducing animals for reproduction or adding
individuals to social groups are carefully tailored to
reflect natural behaviors.
Physical characteristics of the captive environment are
also critical for success. Specific ambient temperatures
ranges are required for each species. Other physical
aspects of the enclosure that are critical include the
space available, the lighting, and the “furniture” within
the enclosure (such as climbing structures, boxes,
trees, or other physical barriers allowing for isolation).
Successful animal care practices have been developed through years of experience and collaboration
between staff at the Fantasy Farms Animal Preserve
and researchers studying the animals in the wild. The
greater our funding through the Friends of Fantasy
Farms Animal Preserve, the better we are able to take
care of our charges.

ANIMAL PRESERVE

194 S Roscoe Blvd,
Ponte Vedra Beach,
Florida 32082
Donation & Reservation
(203) 417-2996
FantasyFarmsevents.org

Bringing wildlife into your life.

What Is The Fantasy Farms
Sanctuary?
Fantasy Farmsis Ponte Vedra’s private animal
sanctuary and event location. It is home to
a menagerie of loveable, exotic and protected animals who live in a unique, wonderful
environment in the Palm Valley area and are
cared for by those with a passion for animal
care and protection.

THE COLLECTION INCLUDES:
Wallabies
Lemurs
Capuchin Monkey
Cockatoos
Macaws and more

What Are Fantasy Farms
Events?

Fantasy Farm Events include separate meeting
and event areas on the Fantasy Farms property.
Truly one of the most imaginative, unique spaces
in North Florida. Event space is available for
weddings, family celebrations,corporate meetingsand charitable events. The proceeds from these
events go toward funding the animal sanctuary
and ensuring the uniqueness of the facilities.

Charitable Events

Fantasy Farms has a primary focus on hosting
charitable events and ensuring the well-being of
our animalsand birds. Our one of a kind space
promotes human to wildlife interaction and a
warm, caring environment within which the animals can thrive!

Where Do Your Donations
Go?

A charitable,non-prot, 501(c)3organization, your
donation goes directly toward maintenance of
the facilitiesand care and feeding of theanimals.

